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Though many media pundits and municipal market
investors are declaring that a broad national
recovery for municipal credit quality is occurring,

Last month, the State of Michigan’s Department of
Education released a report on the current status
of “Deficit Districts” which indicates that the

Gurtin Municipal Bond Management posits that
the recovery has been more uneven than many

outlook in Michigan is stagnant at best. Michigan
school districts are declared Deficit Districts by the

believe. The credit cycle has indeed turned positive
for many obligors; however, conditions remain

state when their General Fund balance is negative,
or projected to be negative, by the end of the

tenuous for many distressed obligors. Vastly
differing budgetary trends in California and

current fiscal year. These districts are required to
notify the state and submit a deficit elimination

Michigan schools districts illustrate the more
nuanced narrative that we believe exists.

plan or they face a possible interruption of their
State School Aid funding. Over the last three years,

School districts in many states have begun a
gradual fiscal recovery given increasing state
support and improving local property tax bases;

the number of Deficit Districts has hovered around
50. Within this time frame, districts experienced
flat or steep reductions in state aid and in the most
recent year received only a modest increase which

however, the recovery in Michigan has been mixed.

did little to repair the damage done in prior budget

cycles. Weaker school districts in Michigan have

Discovery of these inconsistencies requires internal

struggled with a convergence of negative factors
which include weak regional economies, an

analysis rather than assumptions that the overall
more positive credit environment means a recovery

inability to increase revenues, declining enrollment
and, above all, a steep reduction in state aid.

for all. As a result, we will continue to enforce
stringent thresholds for underlying credit quality

These factors have resulted in increased debt
ratios, weak balance sheets and sharp budget

and look for sectorial indicators of potential
recovery or additional distress from state to state.

reductions which have constrained management’s
ability to absorb additional budgetary pressures.

Please feel free to contact us at research@gurtin.com

We believe distressed school districts in Michigan
will continue to face the negative implications of
enrollment declines, as local economic trends
remain pressured with only modest and potentially
temporary recovery and susceptibility to additional
state aid reductions.

for additional information.
Check out our Twitter @followGurtin and LinkedIn
for news, information, and market updates.

Conversely, California school districts, which
shared similar reductions during the economic
downturn, exhibit a more positive recovery story.
California schools have seen a dramatic 84%
reduction in the California Department of
Education’s negative and qualified certifications,
have gone from 188 to 30 in the same three-year
period. These certifications are early indicators of a
district’s potential inability to meet financial
obligations within a one-to-three-year time
horizon and are similar state-monitored harbingers
of potential distress. Clearly, this sharp reduction
in indicative of a more favorable operating
environment for districts within the state.
California district have benefitted from improving
local economies and a stronger state budgetary
position, which has allowed for increased state
support. Furthermore, the contrast in recovery of
the weakest segment of obligors within the same
sector in two different states exemplifies the
inconsistencies in recovery after the recession.
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